Abstract. The WET science during the last two years has changed from an exploratory phase to an area of refinement. Even if many of the pulsations can be described by the temporal spectrum produced by a Fourier Transform, this may be only a first and too simple description of the behavior of the pulsations of white dwarfs.
Funding
Our funding support has changed considerably, for the better, since our last workshop in Lithuania. We are meeting at Iowa State University now because the International Institute for Theoretical and Applied Physics (IITAP) has offered to help fund the Whole Earth Telescope as one of its supported projects. We are grateful to our collaborators in Poland for their willingness to postpone hosting this workshop, in order that IITAP funds, in part from UNESCO, could be used to fund the travel costs for our colleagues who might otherwise have been unable to attend.
Our grant with the U.S. National Science Foundation continues until 1998, but it supports only one WET run per year, and we must seek other funds if we schedule more than one. A grant to our colleagues in Europe for WET support is also helpful, but unfortunately has so many restrictions on how the funds can be spent that it cannot, by itself, fund a full WET run. There may be ways around this, and we will explore them.
Our current plan is to hold the next workshop in Poland in 1997, if they still want us.
Instrumentation
At the last workshop in Lithuania we had an extended discussion about our need for instrumental uniformity throughout the network, and we agreed that this would be a very desirable goal to pursue. We also agreed that the Texas photometer would set the standard, and that any other photometers used for WET observations should be the "functional equivalent" of the Texas 3-channel (two stars + sky) design. We did not define just what we meant by that term, so I have tried to write the requirements I feel a WET photometer must meet to be considered equivalent, and I include these as Table 1 . Any new photometers that are built with WET funds should conform to these requirements. Essential Characteristics 1. Three counting channels: target star, comparison star and sky 2. No reflection optics in channel 1 (coated Fabry lens only) 3. Mu-metal shielded Bi-alkali PMT detectors in all channels (Hamamatsu R647) 4. Adjustable apertures in all channels, concentric, identical in size 5. Independent filters in all channels, after Fabry lens, motor-driven 6. Provision for guiding without interrupting the data channels 7. Precise telescope focussing method (e.g. knife-edge) 8. Unitized TTL pulse output from PMT preamp/discriminator 9. Live, real-time graphical display of the 3 incoming light curves Desirable Characteristics 1. Portability 2. Remote (TV) guiding or autoguiding 2. Remote finding and set-up 3. Quilt ASCII output data format I have also completed the first version of a software "pipeline" that runs on an IBM PC and can acquire and reduce multi-site WET data, up to and including the temporal spectrum (FT), and has the start of a series of tools for further analysis. This is version 1.00, and everyone knows you can never trust software with so low a version number. I will make copies available to anyone interested so that I, like Microsoft, can get the customers to help debug the programs. The system was first used during XCOV11, in August 1994, and seems to get the same results as the hodgepodge pipeline we have been using. Please send any bug reports to nather@astro.as.utexas.edu.
Unfortunately this pipeline requires some version of MS-DOS on the PC to run it, so each user must have bought or stolen a copy of that operating system. Many of the programs work with MS-DOS 3 on an 8086 or 80286, but the FT program and some of the others need MS-DOS 6 and a 80386 or 80486 CPU. In my view this is not really a good arrangement for the WET collaboration, and I hope we can find time to discuss an alternative, so that all of our software, and that written in the future, can be freely distributed to our colleagues without the requirement that they buy other software to make it work. Chris Clemens and some of the IITAP staff are exploring the Linux operating system, which is a free Unix clone that runs on PCs and on other computers as well. We will also explore it in Texas, and perhaps the next workshop will see a new WET software distribution that we can distribute and use freely, without commercial restrictions.
One technical point: the data acquisition program, Quilt 9, is independent of the actual hardware used to acquire the time-series data, and should still be useful in the future even if we decide to adopt CCD detectors for future WET runs. It may need minor modifications to accommodate a time-series CCD photometer, say, but is now capable of acquiring, recording and displaying up to six simultaneous data streams. Only three (target, sky, comparison) are active in the current version. Table 2 shows a summary of WET runs to date. We have come a long way from XCOV1, in 1988, both in our capability and in our understanding of the target objects. In my view, the most gratifying advances have been in our improved understanding of the pulsating white dwarf stars. We have turned the hope and promise of asteroseismology into its practice, and we have been able to show that real stars -at least some of them -behave very much like the theoretical models we use to describe them. To be completely honest, this success astonished me. The model for PG 1159 and the observations of the DOV PG 1159 are in remarkable agreement with each other, giving us the illusion that we really know what is going on inside that star. The model for quantized <7-mode pulsations with integer values for the indices k, i and m account for all of the significant pulsation power in that object. We have now observed this star twice with the WET, and while interesting changes are seen between the first and second runs, they do not conflict with the basic model or with our published conclusions about the star in any way. The model is not complete -pulsation frequencies are nicely fit, but pulsation amplitudes are not even addressed. However, where it describes the star it does so correctly. Perhaps the greatest bonus here is our ability to extract, with good accuracy, the absolute luminosity of the target object, and hence be able to measure its distance.
Operations
Since the last workshop we have had three WET runs, concentrating on four variable white dwarf stars: GD 358 (for the second time), RX J2117 (previously a third priority target, this time first priority), PG 1351 and L 19-2. The data from these runs are all still in analysis, but early results are gratifying. We had worried that PG 1351, which appeared to have only a single frequency excited and therefore might be very different from other pulsators, is not really all that strange: the differences are in degree, not in kind. We don't have to start all over again with a new modeling approach. Similarly, the pulsation patterns in RXJ 2117, which first appeared to be mysterious, can also be accommodated with the existing model for the pulsation process. In this case apparently only the trapped modes are excited, with a frequency ratio corresponding to the mode trapping cycle, numerically
We don't yet know why the other modes are not excited to observable amplitudes, but we have childlike faith that our model can be made to fit this star, too.
I present a progress report on GD 358 as a separate contribution to these proceedings.
Analysis
Since our last workshop, Sean O'Brien and Steve Kawaler have completed their reduction and analysis of PG 2131, and the results will be published in the ApJ in December. The results are "...another triumph for precision asteroseismology" as the authors modestly put it. This DOV star was much more difficult to reduce and analyze than PG 1159 because it is much fainter, and the coverage was not near so good. Aliases are abound in the spectrum. It is perhaps the faintest object we can expect to study successfully with the current WET instrument; others that are fainter will have to await more sensitive detectors, bigger telescopes, or both.
PG 2131 also has a faint red companion, found spectroscopically by Jim Liebert several years ago, and confirmed by Howard Bond with HST imaging. It is so clearly resolved that Howard was able to estimate its distance based on its photometric temperature, by assuming it is on the main sequence; he confirmed the distance found by Kawaler et al. asteroseismologically. This really works.
The HST was also used by E. L. Robinson and his colleagues to show that the oscillations in the DAV G 117-B15A correspond to t -1 pulsations, confirming the mode assignment made by Chris Clemens in his thesis on the hot DAV stars. The procedure here was to obtain time-resolved UV spectra of the star, and then compare the observations with a model that takes into account the increased limb darkening expected at shorter and shorter wavelengths. When the limb darkening becomes large, only the sub-observer part of the star is seen, so it is a bit like closing an aperture around the (unresolved) stellar disk to look for the differences between different possible ^-values. Further HST observations are underway on other white dwarfs with a similar goal, but so far Clemens' modal assignments look solid.
Scot Kleinman has completed his analysis on the cool, largeamplitude variable G 29-38, and will present a summary of his results in these proceedings. Clemens was constrained, in his group approach to the DAV stars, to leave out the cool, large-amplitude DAV stars because they did not form the obvious modal pattern he found in the hotter DAVs. Kleinman is now able to show why this is so: the underlying modal patterns are there, and stable, but nonlinear effects are so large the patterns are almost totally obscured at any given time, and only show up once in a while. A very extensive data set is required to ferret them out and identify them. The WET is not the instrument of choice to study these objects, although its high temporal resolution can help; data must be obtained over periods of months and years to give the star time to display its full pulsation structure.
The bottom line: with the understanding of the hot PNNV RX J2117, and the successful analysis of the cool DAV G 29-38, all of the regions in the white dwarf cooling sequence that display coherent variability are now open to asteroseismological analysis. In broad terms, it looks like the era of discovery is coming to an end, and the era of refinement is at hand. This can be seen as either good or bad depending on your view of research, but it demonstrates the remarkable success and maturation of the WET collaboration.
Futures
The field of white dwarf asteroseismology has been opened by the WET in a significant way, and this cooperative instrument will certainly play a key role in the future. It is not the only, nor the essential instrument for this work, but its ability to resolve the closelyspaced periodicities into their basic components was crucial to our successes to date, and will be so again in the future. Now that all of the variable white dwarfs are open to study -not always using the same technique, as we will see -we can roll up our sleeves and begin reading the record of star formation and nucleosynthesis that has been preserved in the white dwarfs.
As we proceed to mine the white dwarfs for scientific understanding, we must be cautious that we do not repeat mistakes of the past, or assume we have real understanding when we do not. We are proud of our ability to transform a lengthy light curve into a temporal spectrum using the mathematical technique called the Fourier Transform, and we therefore make the implicit assumption that the pulsations in the star are sine waves, and that the FT is therefore the proper tool to use for analysis. This may not be so at all. While the pulsations in the DOV PG 1159 seemed to be completely described by sine curves, the same technique applied to the DBV GD 358 was able to describe only a small minority of the frequencies seen; many of the others, clearly visible in the temporal spectrum, proved to be sum and difference frequencies, but not all of them: there are still a lot of frequencies that are unexplained.
The analysis of G 29-38 is even more unsettling, as Scot Kleinman describes in another contribution to these proceedings. In this star, a cool, large-amplitude DAV white dwarf, no single temporal spectrum has enough information to permit analysis, and only by combining both WET and single-site spectra spanning many years could the analysis be done at all, and then only by discarding a majority of the pulsations present. We should not delude ourselves into thinking the variable white dwarfs are fully explained by our current analytical and modeling techniques: they are not. We can extract valuable information from all of them, such as their mass, their absolute luminosity, their rotation properties and the characteristics of their sub-envelope layering, but they have much more to tell us, and we should not ignore it.
The asteroseismology of white dwarf stars depends on our ability to match our models to the observed properties of the variations, but as Ptolemy taught us long ago, just getting a model to match observed behavior doesn't always tell us about the physics involved. The model parameters must be in one-to-one correspondence with the physical properties of the object; otherwise, we are unable to relate behavior to the physical phenomena involved, which is our real goal. Ptolemy was able to fit the behavior of the planets by adding more and more epicycles to his model. The Fourier transform procedure is uncomfortably close to this process -we call them Fourier coefficients instead of epicycles -and the more of them we need to describe white dwarf pulsation behavior the farther we get from the physics we seek.
Joe Wampler, after presenting a paper about the early hunt for quasars, asked a profound question: "Why do we always find a lost screwdriver in the last place we look?" Because we stop looking, of course, and that is a real danger to the scientific enterprise. We stop looking when we find something that fits, ignoring the possibility that there might be other models that would also fit the observationsperhaps better than the first one we stumbled across, or perhaps with a better one-to-one correspondence between the model parameters and the physical processes in the star. We can't apply Occam's razor if we only have one model to consider. In my view, Wampler's screwdriver is fully as important as Occam's razor: they complement each other as scientific Rules To Live By. Very few model builders, once they have an acceptable fit, will set the model aside and search for a different one.
Although we can derive the temporal spectrum of GD 358 by taking the Fourier Transform of the light curve, this procedure assumes the variations can be adequately described by sine curves, and of course they can: just add enough epicycles until you are satisfied with the fit. It is not at all clear that this procedure is the only, or even the best, way to analyze the observed variations. As an example, the top panel in Fig. 1 frequency, amplitude and phase information from all of the major peaks in this spectrum, as given in the peak file generated by the FT program. The frequencies, amplitudes and phases for each peak were treated a parameters for sine curves, and these sine curves were added together to get a synthetic light curve which could then be transformed into the temporal spectrum shown in the lower panel.
The two spectra look very much alike, as we would expect. The two light curves that were transformed to form them do not look the same, however, as Fig. 2 demonstrates. Although almost all of the pulsation power went into the synthetic light curve, it resembles the original only vaguely. Evidently we must include ail of the power in the sum and difference frequencies if we want an acceptable synthesis of the original light curve -mathematically understandable but physically very disturbing. It strongly suggests that the observed pulsations are not sine curves, just as the orbits of the planets are not circles. We have indeed found a screwdriver, and it works, sort of. But I suggest we should keep looking for a better one.
